Capturing an all-in-focus image with a single camera is difficult since the depth of field of the camera is usually limited. An alternative method to obtain the all-in-focus image is to fuse several images focusing at different depths. However, existing multi-focus image fusion methods cannot obtain clear results for areas near the focused/defocused boundary (FDB). In this paper, a novel α-matte boundary defocus model is proposed to generate realistic training data with the defocus spread effect precisely modeled, especially for areas near the FDB. Based on this α-matte defocus model and the generated data, a cascaded boundary aware convolutional network termed MMF-Net is proposed and trained, aiming to achieve clearer fusion results around the FDB. More specifically, the MMF-Net consists of two cascaded sub-nets for initial fusion and boundary fusion, respectively; these two sub-nets are designed to first obtain a guidance map of FDB and then refine the fusion near the FDB. Experiments demonstrate that with the help of the new α-matte boundary defocus model, the proposed MMF-Net outperforms the state-of-the-art methods both qualitatively and quantitatively.
some handcrafted features. Typical transform domain MFIF algorithms include the non-subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) method [5] , the sparse representation (SR) method [6] , [7] and the combined NSCT-SR method [8] . Due to the imperfection of transformations and handcrafted features, these algorithms often produce non-realistic results, even in the areas far away from the focused/defocused boundary (FDB). The spatial domain MFIF algorithms include region based methods and pixel based methods. Region based MFIF algorithms suffer from the blocking effect [9] . Pixel based MFIF algorithms first get a 0/1 discrete decision map for fusion [10] , and then fuse the source images. The guided filtering (GF) method [11] and the dense SIFT (DSIFT) method [10] are typical pixel based algorithms. Compared with the transform domain algorithms, the fusion results from the pixel based algorithms are usually better, However, due to the defocus effect, none of the source images are clear in the areas near the FDB, and consequently, the fusion results of these methods are often unclear in these areas.
The CNN is first explored to extract defocus descriptors in a data-driven way in [12] . Existing neural network based MFIF algorithms can be divided into two groups: decision map based algorithms and end-to-end algorithms. Decision map based algorithms [13] [14] [15] produce the decision map first as with the pixel based algorithms, which, also similarly to the pixel-based algorithms, lead to the unclear FDB. End-toend algorithms [16] [17] [18] directly obtain the fusion results, but the results are unfortunately not realistic, as with the transfer domain algorithms. Moreover, since it is hard to get a large number of all-in-focus ground truth images for training, data generation methods need to be adopted in these CNN based algorithms [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ; however, these methods do not imitate the complex situation of defocus spread near the FDB, and thus some unnatural and unrealistic training data limits the performance of these networks.
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In this paper, to address the issue of unsatisfied fusion results near the FDB, we first present a discussion about the difficulties around the FDB. Then an α-matte boundary defocus model is proposed to simulate the defocus spread effect near the FDB. Based on the α-matte defocus model and the generated training data, we develop a cascaded network for MFIF, which is called the Matte Model Fusion Net (MMF-Net). The technical underpinnings and contributions of our work are two-fold:
Firstly, a novel α-matte boundary defocus spread model is proposed. Compared with existing defocus models, the proposed α-matte model is the first one to specifically model the difference in defocus spread when the defocus happens to the foreground or the background. Therefore, the α-matte model can generate simulated defocus images with the valid defocus spread near the FDB, which can be then used as training data to train deep neural networks.
Secondly, based on the proposed α-matte defocus model and the generated training data, a cascaded boundary aware convolutional network termed MMF-Net is designed and trained, to obtain clear fusion results in areas both far away from and near the FDB. Compared with the existing end-to-end CNN algorithms, the proposed MMF-Net generates a guidance map first, acquiring clear and realistic fusion results in areas far away from the FDB. Compared with the decision map based CNN algorithms, the MMF-Net generates the areas near the FDB directly from the source images, like the end to end CNN algorithms, and thus achieve clearer and reasonable fusion results than any source images near the FDB.
Experiments demonstrate that, on the benchmark dataset, the proposed MMF-Net outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section II, we present the issue to be addressed in this paper, introduce the proposed α-matte boundary defocus model, and conduct comparison with the existing defocus models on the simulated scene. In section III, we present the proposed MMF-Net and discuss the corresponding loss functions. Experimental studies including the method comparison are conducted in section IV, and conclusions and future work are drawn in section V.
II. α-MATTE BOUNDARY DEFOCUS MODEL
In this section, we first discuss the defocus spread effect around the focused/defocused boundary (FDB), and why it is difficult to deal with. Then we briefly introduce and analyze two existing defocus models: the one-parameter defocus model [19] and our previous two-parameter defocus model [20] . Finally, a novel α-matte boundary defocus spread model is proposed based on the above discussion and analysis. Simulation experiments on a well-designed scene shows that the proposed α-matte model could generate a defocus effect near the FDB much more realistic than the existing defocus models.
A. The Focus/Defocus Boundary (FDB)
Existing CNN methods cannot obtain realistic and clear fusion results, in particularly for the areas near the FDB. There are three main reasons for this issue. Firstly, the situations are quite different between patches far away from and near the FDB, and it is unwise to deal with an area near the FDB and an area far away from the FDB together, as stated in our previous work [21] . For the patches far away from the FDB, the patches are totally focused or defocused. Consequently, the defocus of the patch is homogeneous. On the contrary, for patches near the FDB, both focused area and defocused area exist. Therefore, it is hard to separate the focus area and the defocus area at the pixel level.
Secondly, there is a blurry area along the FDB, which is unclear in both source images A and B, because the defocus effect will spread. When the foreground object is in focus, but the background is defocused, the foreground object will not be influenced by the defocus of the background, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In contrast, when the foreground object is defocused, the defocus spread effect will lead to a blurry object bigger than the original focused object, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , in which we highlight the boundary of foreground objects in red to show the difference in defocus spread. As a result, there is an area blurry in both source images A and B, along the outside of the foreground objects, one due to the defocus of the background and the other due to the defocus spread from the defocused foreground objects.
Thirdly, when the foreground object is out of focus ( Fig. 2(b) ), it will be influenced slightly by the background on the inside of the original boundary too, compared with Fig. 2(a) . That is because the moving of the camera lens when changing the focal length will lead to a small change of scene. As a result, although the scene varies very slightly, there will be a mismatch for areas around the FDB when a fusion is conducted on the source images.
The defocus spread effect of foreground objects makes it hard to obtain a clear result near the FDB. Some of the existing methods [10] , [13] , [14] choose the pixel directly from one of the source images, and thus the fusion results near the FDB will be blurry with artifact. Some post processing methods [14] , such as guided filter [22] , are to derive smooth but still unclear FDB. Even using a weighted average of the source images as the fusion result [8] , [11] , [18] , the blur will still remain. To address this issue, we need to carefully model the defocus spread for the areas near the FDB, in order to generate a large number of realistic training images to train the neural networks for the MFIF. The performance of these datadriven methods is highly dependent on the training datasets, therefore, how closely the model can simulate the reality is of vital importance.
There are several defocus spread models based on which the training datasets for CNN-based MFIF methods are generated. Existing models include the one-parameter defocus model and the two-parameter defocus model. Usually, these models are employed to generate training dataset for MFIF methods. However, these models are not always valid, especially for the areas near the FDB.
B. One-parameter Defocus Model
The typical one-parameter 2D linear space-invariant defocus model [19] can be characterized with a space-invariant Point Spread Function (PSF) [23] :
where
is the original image without the defocus effect, n(x, y) is the additive noise, h(x, y) is the defocus kernel, and ⊗ denotes the convolution operator. In practice, the defocus kernel h(x, y) is usually approximated with a 2D isotropic Gaussian kernel
where σ is the standard deviation, which describes the defocus amount and is related to the distance between the object and the camera. Several CNN-based MFIF methods such as [13] , [14] employed this model to generate training data. In [14] , the original images from the ImageNet dataset [24] are directly reblurred with a random Gaussian kernel for the defocus effect. This is a simple way to generate data, but the relation between the defocus amount and the depth is not considered. [13] noticed that usually the defocus did not happen over the whole image, and thus they reblurred the input image only in a predetermined area. However, the boundary of the predetermined area usually do not coincide with the real boundary of the object in the image.
C. Two-parameter Defocus Model
Since the defocus level is related to the depth between the objects and the camera, different objects can have different defocus levels. In our previous work on defocus map estimation [20] , a two-parameter defocus model was proposed to describe the defocus spread effect for the area near the object boundaries, with a PSF with two parameters used to describe the different defocus levels on the two sides of a boundary. For an ideal 2D boundary,
and the defocused boundary will be
where u(·) is the step function, ax + by + c = 0 is the line corresponding to the boundary, and f A (x, y) and f B (x, y) are the original image areas at the different sides of the boundary, respectively. In [20] , the defocus kernels h A (x, y) and h B (x, y) are approximated with two different 2D isotropic Gaussian kernels:
).
Taking advantage of this model, we generate the training data for MFIF in our previous work [21] , in which the foreground objects or the background are first blurred with the Gaussian function and then spliced together. Consequently, the defocus level only changes alongside object boundaries, which is closer to the reality than [13] , [14] . However, this two-parameter model cannot describe the difference between out-of-focus foreground (with in-focus background) and outof-focus background (with in-focus foreground).
D. An α-Matte Boundary Defocus Spread Model
As we have discussed above, existing defocus models focus on the intensity at each pixel, rather than the defocus spread along the boundary of the foreground objects. To simulate the defocus effect, a new model should focus on several specific issues: the defocus spread across the FDB, the blurry area along the FDB, and the different spread situations of the FDB when defocus happens to the foreground or the background. To address these issues, we first propose a novel α-matte boundary defocus spread model to simulate the defocus process.
In the proposed α-matte model, we assume that there is a transmission matte α n for every surface S n parallel to the focal plane, where n(= 1, . . . , N ) is the order of the surface. Firstly, we assume that when a surface is in focus, for the surface without object on it, the matte values is zero, and for the surface with objects that no light can go through, the matte on the object pixel is one. Secondly, the defocus kernel h n (x, y) for a defocused surface S n (x, y) is a 2D isotropic Gaussian kernel G(x, y; σ n ):
Thirdly, the defocus effects are the same for the RGB surface S n and the matte α n :
where α c n is the clear matte on the in-focus clear surface S c n , and α 0 n denotes the matte before considering any defocus spread effects from the objects in front of S n ).
As have been shown in Fig. 2 , the out-of-focus objects in front can affect objects behind, but the out-of-focus objects behind cannot affect objects in front. Therefore, we make the clear RGB surface S c n and the clear matte α c n out of focus one by one from near to far. The final matte α n will be an aggregation of all effects from those mattes in front, that is, the intersection between its own α 0 n and the complementary set for the summation of all the mattes in front:
α t ), with α 0 = 0, n = 1, . . . , N. (10) This means that the defocus of matte would only influence the mattes behind it, as with the reality. Therefore, the captured image I at each pixel in the photo will be a summation of the pixel values on all surfaces S n :
Particularly, image I with only two valid surfaces (foreground surface S F G and background surface S BG ) is
where α F G is the matte of the foreground, and this is the model we used for data generation.
E. Comparison of Defocus Models
To show the difference between the proposed α-matte defocus spread model and the existing defocus models, we stimulate it with a simple scene. In the stimulated scene, there are three objects, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Object 1 is close to the camera, object 3 is far away from the camera, and object 2 is set between object 1 and object 3. The all-in-focus image will be Fig. 3(b) , which cannot be taken by the camera with limited focal of length directly. We focus the camera on the object 2, so the defocus spread effect near the FDB varies. For the boundary between object 1 and object 2, the foreground is out of focus and the background is in focus. In the contrary, for the boundary between object 2 and object 3, the foreground is in focus and the background is out of focus.
According to the one-parameter defocus model, the simulated image will be as Fig. 3(c) . The model could simulate the defocus effect in object 1 and object 3, which are out of focus. But the one-parameter defocus model cannot show the defocus spread effect at all: in the area near the FDB boundary in object 2, there is no influence of defocus at all. Moreover, this model has no concern about whether the defocus object is in front or behind of an in-focus object, with the FDB all the same as shown in Fig. 3(c) .
According to the two-parameter defocus model, the simulated image will be as Fig. 3(d) . The defocus spread effect could be simulated at both sides of the FDB, but this defocus model suffers from the anti-gradient effect. Especially for the situation shown in this simulated scene, object 2 is in focus and shows no influence on object 1; and the defocus spread of object 1 is unclear since object 2 is in focus. Also, the twoparameter defocus model also has no concern about whether the defocus object is in front or behind, with the FDB all the same in Fig. 3(d) .
The defocus simulated image of the proposed α-matte defocus spread model is shown in Fig. 3(e) , from which we can observe two patterns. Firstly, for the FDB between object 1 and object 2, the defocus spread effect is at both sides: the effect in object 1 is due to the defocused object 1 and the moving camera lens; and the effect in object 2 is due to the spread effect of the defocused object 1. That is, because object 1 (foreground object) is out of focus and object 2 (background object) is in focus, the defocus will spread to the area of object 2 near the FDB, and the yellow color of object 2 will also have a slight influence on the object 1. In other words, if object 2 is with texture, we will notice that the defocus spread to object 1 is in fact the texture behind the object 1 compared with the allin-focus image; and the proposed α-matte model could also simulate the scene change when the focal length changes. Secondly, for the FDB between the in-focus object 2 and the defocused object 3, the defocus spread has no effect on either side. The object 2 (foreground object) is in focus and object 3 (background object) is out of focus. Consequently, the defocus will not spread to the area of object 3 near the FDB, as object 2 is in focus; and object 3 cannot influence the object 2 too, as object 3, although out of focus, is behind the in-focus object 2.
In short, the proposed defocus model simulates very well the difference of defocus spread when defocus is happened to the foreground or the background.
Using the same simulated scene, we also show in Fig. 4 the image composition process with the proposed α-matte defocus spread model. For every surface S n parallel to the focal plane, the before-defocus object surfaces S c n is shown in Fig. 4(a) , and the before-defocus matte α c n is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Then the camera is set to focus at object 2, and at the same time object 1 and object 3 are out of focus. As we have mentioned above, a 2D isotropic Gaussian kernel G(x, y; σ n ) is applied to the clear surface S c n and the clear matte α c n at the same time. The defocus exist when n = 1 or n = 3, and object 2 is in focus. The surfaces are shown in Fig. 4(c) , and the mattes are shown in Fig. 4(d) .
To compose the final image taken by the simulated camera, we first get the α n which is the intersection between α 0 n and the complementary set for the summation of all the mattes in front. The calculation is done one by one from the surface in the front. After that, the image are generated using Equation (11) . The compositions of each surface are shown in Fig. 4(f) .
And the final defocus image is the summation of S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , as we have shown in Fig. 3(e) .
III. MMF-NET: THE MATTE MODEL BASED CASCADED
FUSION NET Based on the proposed defocus model and its generated training data, the cascaded convolutional fusion net (MMF-Net) is developed and trained. In this section, the structure of the proposed MMF-Net is firstly introduced, and then the loss functions used to train the MMF-Net are discussed. Our MMF-Net aims to achieve realistic and clear results in both the areas near and far away from the FDB.
A. The Network Structure
The structure of the proposed MMF-Net is shown in Fig. 5 . Two generated source images are firstly input into an Initial Fusion sub-net aiming to generate a guidance map Gmap. In the guidance map, the pixel-wised value would be 1 if source image A is focused and source image B is defocused, and be 0 if source image A is defocused and source image B is focused, and the area near the FDB is given an α values of 0.5. Then we use this guidance map to generate a initial fusion result:
where I 1 and I 2 are the two source images. Then the two source images are concatenated with the guidance map as the input of the Boundary Fusion sub-net. The output of the Boundary Fusion sub-net is masked and weighted by the boundary map Bmap, and then added to the initial fusion result. The boundary map is calculated with the guidance map as In this way, no matter it is focused in which source image, the value will be 0 for the areas far away from the FDB. Hence, only the pixels of boundary areas in the initial fusion result will be revised by the output of the Boundary Fusion sub-net. That is, for the areas far away from the FDB, the final fusion results F usion F in of MMF-Net will be completely decided by the focused part of the source images. In the meantime, for the areas near the FDB, the final fusion results F usion F in are obtained through enhancing the initial fusion results by the output of the Boundary Fusion sub-net, which was hard for existing methods as they do not specifically treat the FDB. In our implementation, typical residual blocks [25] are employed. The Initial Fusion sub-net contains 1 convolutional layers, 4 residual blocks, and 2 convolutional layers; the Boundary Fusion sub-net contains 1 convolutional layers, 12 residual blocks, and 2 convolutional layers. The kernel size of every residual block is 64.
B. Loss Functions
The loss function that we use in the training process contains three components: the matte loss Loss matte , the initial fusion loss Loss Ini , and the weighted final fusion loss Loss W :
where λ 1 and λ 2 are trade-off parameters.
Firstly, for the Initial Fusion sub-net, matte loss Loss matte and initial fusion loss Loss Ini are used:
We choose the L1 norm for matte as it is a discrete value in the ground truth, and choose the L2 norm for the fusion results as usual.
Secondly, in order to supervise the final fusion result more precisely, we use a weighted fusion loss Loss W . The area near the FDB is much more difficult to fused than the other areas, so its weight W should be larger than those for the areas far away from the FDB: (18) where the weight W is simply calculated as follows:
where k is the weight contrast parameter of the FDB area. The max weight for the area near the FDB will be close to 1, as the matte values will be close to 0.5; and for the area far away from the FDB, the weight will be close to 1/k, as the matte values will be close to either 1 or 0.
When training the fusion model, we use λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.2 and k = 5; that is, more attention is given to the FDB area because it is difficult to obtain.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
This section will present the dataset generation, implementation settings, comparison settings and experimental results.
A. Dataset Generation
A good training dataset should represent comprehensive situations of the task. The best choice of training data is real photos. However there are few multi-focus source images for fusion, and the ground truth needs to be labeled manually, which is very costly. Therefore, a feasible way is to generate artificial training images that are similar to the reality yet easy to obtain. In our case, a dataset of foreground images with ground truth is used, and some images without obvious defocus are chosen as the background dataset. Both the original foreground (F G C ) and the background (BG C ) images are first processed by Gaussian filters with kernel G(x, y; σ) for the blurred images: 6 . Examples from the generated training dataset. The defocus spread effect is slight but can be seen in the enlarged images.
When the foreground is in focus, the ground truth is the same as the matte α C ; and when the background is in focus, the matte α B is the blurred ground truth with the Gaussian kernel G(x, y; σ):
Then the source images are generated using Equation (12) according to the matte (α C or α B ) pixel by pixel. Source image 1 (ImgS 1 ) is with the in-focus foreground and the outof-focus background; and source image 2 (ImgS 1 ) is with the out-of-focus foreground and the in-focus background:
Examples of the source image pairs of the generated training dataset are also shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c) . The defocus spread effect when the foreground is out of focus can be seen in the enlarged images in Fig. 6(d) , compared with the one when the foreground is in focus as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Fusion ground truth ( Fig. 6(g) ) is generate with the matte α C :
The guidance maps ( Fig. 6 (e) and Fig. 6(f) ) are created at the same time. In the blurred matte α B , the value in (0, 1) are set to 0.5 as the guidance map. If the foreground is in focus in source image A and out of focus in source image B, the guidance map Gmap will be
On the other hand, if the foreground is defocused in source image A and focused in source image B, the guidance map Gmap will be the opposite of Gmap:
We collect 200 foreground images from datasets of matting [1] , [26] with corresponding matte maps, and choose 1,200 background pictures from the COCO dataset [27] . The background pictures are first resized to 512 × 512. Then for every foreground images, 20 background images are randomly chosen. The order of source images are random with probability equals 0.5, therefore, 4,000 image pairs are obtained in total.
B. Training Settings
For the training process, 4 × 1080Ti GPUs are used; and the test is carried on with a single GPU. The Adam solver is used with parameters β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, and = 10 −8 . The batch size is set to 32, with the learning rate is set to 0.001. The model is trained on the generated dataset for 80 epochs. During the test process, it takes 0.27 seconds on average to fuse an image pairs of size 520 × 520.
C. Comparison Settings
We compare the proposed MMF-Net with 7 other multifocus fusion methods: conventional methods including NSCT [5] , SR [6] , NSCT-SR [8] , GF [11] and DSIFT [10] ; network approaches including DCNN [14] ; and our previous work BA-Fusion [21] . The experiments is conducted on dataset 'Lytro', which is commonly used for MFIF.
Four widely used objective metrics to assess fusion image quality are used to evaluate the results [18] : average gradient (AG) [28] , linear index of fuzziness (LIF ) [29] , mean square deviation (M SD) and gray level difference (GLD). Their formulations are described as follows. 1) LIF : LIF is an evaluation metric which can evaluate the enhancement of fused images:
where I(m, n) is the intensity of pixel (m, n) in image I, and I max is the maximum intensity of image I. A small LIF indicates that the enhancement of fused image is good.
2) AG: AG is a metric which uses gradient information to measure the quality of fused images:
where ∂I(m,n) ∂m and ∂I(m,n) ∂n are the gradients of the image in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. A larger AG means that the boundaries of the fused image are clearer.
3) M SD: M SD measures image detail richness by calculating the difference between the intensity of each pixel and the mean intensityĪ of the fused image:
(31) A larger M SD corresponds to a clearer fused image. 4) GLD: GLD uses L1 norm to calculate the gradient information of the fused image:
(|I(m, n) − I(m + 1, n)| + |I(m, n) − I(m, n + 1)|).
(32)
A lager GLD indicates a fused image with clearer boundary. (12) and 7(i) is not shown in our results. Moreover, both the grille's edge in foreground and the people as well as the floor in background are clearer in our result ( Fig. 7(j) ), as shown in the enlarged squares. Fig. 8 shows the visual comparison on an example 'Lytro-01' from the 'Lytro' dataset. Compared with other approaches, the proposed MMF-Net produces clearer fusion results, especially for the areas near the FDB. Our results are with the clear grassland which is not obtained in Figs. 8(d Fig. 8(j) ), as shown in the enlarged squares.
D. Experimental Results and Analysis
The quantitative comparisons are shown in Table I . The larger values of metrics AG, M SD and GLD means better fusion results, while the smaller values of LIF means better results. The results in Table I shown are the average values over the 20 pairs of test images, and the best average result of the compared methods is highlighted in bold. Among the 20 pairs, the number of image pairs that one method beats all the other methods is shown in the parentheses. As can be seen, the proposed MMF-Net remarkably outperforms the other fusion methods on all quality metrics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a cascaded boundary aware convolutional network called MMF-Net is proposed for multi-focus image fusion, along with a new α-matte boundary defocus model. The proposed MMF-Net aims to solve the unclear areas near the focus/defocus boundary (FDB) in the fusion results, through two sub-nets to first generate a fusion guidance map and then refine the fusion results in the areas near the FDB. In addition, the dataset generated with the α-matte model simulates the real-world images precisely, especially for the areas near the FDB. Experiments show that with the help of MMF-Net and the more realistic training data, the proposed MMF-Net outperforms the state-of-the-art methods both qualitatively and quantitatively.
